**NOTICEBOARD**

**The Victorians and Modernity:** 14-17 July 1997, Trinity and All Saints, Leeds; paper proposals by 1 December 1996 to Dr. Martin Hewitt, Leeds Centre for Victorian Studies, Trinity and All Saints, Brownberrie Lane, Horsforth, Leeds, LS18 5HD, UK; e-mail M.Hewitt@tasc.ac.uk; fax (+44) (0)113-2837200.

**The Victorians and Romance** is the theme of the 18th annual conference of the Australasian Victorian Studies Association, 5-8 February 1997, the University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand. Abstracts of no more than 300 words should be submitted to Helen Debenham, AVSA Conference Convenor, Department of English, University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand; e-mail h.debenham@engl.canterbury.ac.nz; fax (0064) 3-364-2065.

**Death and Life** is the theme of the 12th annual conference of Interdisciplinary Nineteenth Century Studies, 4-6 April 1997, University of California, Berkeley. Abstracts by October 15th to INCS-Berkeley, English Department, 322 Wheeler Hall, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720-1030, USA; e-mail incs@violet.berkeley.edu.

**Victorian Success,** the first annual conference of the Victorian Interdisciplinary Studies Association of the Western United States, 9-10 November 1996, at California State University, Northridge. Contact John Nuckols, Department of English, University of Southern California, University Park, Los Angeles, CA 90089, USA; e-mail Nuckols@scf.usc.edu.

**Victorians and the Germanic:** annual meeting of the Midwest Victorian Studies Association, 25-26 April 1997, Chicago, IL, USA. 250-500 abstracts to Keith Welsh, Department of Literature and Language, Webster University, 470 E. Lockwood Avenue, St Louis, MO 63119, USA; e-mail welshke@webster2.websteruniv.edu.
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**Victorian Childhoods:** 5th Northern Victorian Studies colloquium, 9 November 1996. Contact Dr Martin Hewitt, Leeds Centre for Victorian Studies, Trinity and All Saints, Brownberrie Lane, Horsforth, Leeds, LS18 5HD, UK; e-mail M.Hewitt@tasc.ac.uk; fax (+44) (0)113-2837200.

**Citizenship and Duty: remoralizing the late-Victorian city:** 6th Northern Victorian Studies colloquium, 8th March 1996. Contact Dr Martin Hewitt, Leeds Centre for Victorian Studies, Trinity and All Saints, Brownberrie Lane, Horsforth, Leeds, LS18 5HD, UK; e-mail M.Hewitt@tasc.ac.uk; fax (+44) (0)113-2837200.

**Middle Atlantic Conference on British Studies:** 11-12 April 1997, 200 word abstract and CV to Antoinette Burton, MACBS Program Chair, Department of History, Johns Hopkins University, 3400 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, Maryland, 21218; e-mail Fem.Hist@jhu.edu.

**Ordinary People: Everyday Lives:** Nineteenth Century Studies Association, 21-22 March 1997 at Davidson College, Davidson, NC. Brief cv and three-sentence abstract to Phylis Floyd, Kresge Art Center, Department of Art, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824-1119; e-mail: Floyd@pilot.msu.edu.

**Joseph Conrad Society of America:** 10-13 April 1997 at Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA. Abstracts by 2 December 1996 to Raymond Brebach, Humanities and Communications, Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA 10104; e-mail Brebach@post.drexel.edu.

**Victorian Anxieties:** Northeast Victorian Studies Association, 11-13 April 1997 at the University of Hartford. Proposals by 15 October 1996 to Jonathan Loesberg, Chair, Literature, American University, Washington, D.C. 20016; e-mail Jloesbe@american.edu; fax 202-885-2971.

**Southern Conference on British Studies:** 5-8 November 1997, Atlanta, Georgia, in conjunction with the Southern Historical Association. Proposals to Diane Willen, SCBS Program Chair, Department of History, Georgia State University, Atlanta GA, 30303-3083; e-mail hisddw@panther.gsu.edu; fax 404-651-1745.
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Wellington 1998: 13-17 July 1998, 2nd International Conference, Wellington Programme, University of Southampton. Proposals (up to 200 words) by 28 February 1997 to Dr C.M. Woolgar, Archivist and Head of Special Collections, Hartley Library, University of Southampton, Highfield, Southampton, SO17 1BJ; e-mail archives@soton.ac.uk; fax 01703-593007.